
Fund B&R Reference Debtor Program Uncosted Previous Change Revised Funding
Type Legacy Budget Code Task Beginning Allotment Allotment Allotment Total

Reporting

3D 400412000                                 AGRY1RR1000101      $0.00 $2,233,283.25 $0.00 $2,233,283.25 $2,233,283.25
3F 400403109                                 AGRFIATA02185G0001  $0.00 $57.50 $0.00 $57.50 $57.50
3F 400403309                                 AGRN0001408IP20092  $0.00 $1.63 $0.00 $1.63 $1.63
3F 400403309                                 AGRN0001410IP20053  $0.00 $1,834.82 $0.00 $1,834.82 $1,834.82
3F 400403309                                 AGRN0001411IP20054  $0.00 $2,572.20 $0.00 $2,572.20 $2,572.20
3F 400403309                                 AGRN0001412IP20065  $0.00 $12,675.15 $0.00 $12,675.15 $12,675.15
3F 400403709                                 AGRB094739I         $0.00 $738.21 $0.00 $738.21 $738.21
3F 400403709                                 AGRB114386I         $0.00 $232.09 $0.00 $232.09 $232.09
3F 400403709                                 AGR114417I          $0.00 $76.14 $0.00 $76.14 $76.14
3F 400403709                                 AGR114413I          $0.00 $6,766.21 $0.00 $6,766.21 $6,766.21
3F 400403909                                 AGREAO100000089329  $0.00 $1,372.48 $0.00 $1,372.48 $1,372.48
3F 400809000                                 AGRSIAA1213ISNNADR5IN $0.00 $0.01 $0.00 $0.01 $0.01
3F 400904120                                 AGRHSHQDC09X00050   $0.00 $0.42 $0.00 $0.42 $0.42
3F 400904120                                 AGRHSHQDC09X00627   $0.00 $25,454.80 $0.00 $25,454.80 $25,454.80
3F 400904120                                 AGRHSHQDC09X00627   $0.00 $20,000.00 $0.00 $20,000.00 $20,000.00
3F 400904120                                 AGRHSHQDC10X00063   $0.00 $7,027.90 $0.00 $7,027.90 $7,027.90
3F 400904120                                 AGRHSHQDC12X00340   $0.00 $293,846.40 $0.00 $293,846.40 $293,846.40
3F 400904120                                 AGRHSHQDC10X00595   $0.00 $150,000.00 $0.00 $150,000.00 $150,000.00
3F 400904120                                 ARGHSHQPM14X-00162  $0.00 $15,092.40 $0.00 $15,092.40 $15,092.40
3T 400403109                                 AGRF3KTK77089GV01   $0.00 $121.67 $0.00 $121.67 $121.67
3T 400403109                                 AGRF1ATA09042G001   $0.00 $8.15 $0.00 $8.15 $8.15
3T 400403209                                 AGR4EDERGM670       $0.00 $252.20 $0.00 $252.20 $252.20
3T 400403209                                 AGRW74RDV30934587   $0.00 $51,081.19 $0.00 $51,081.19 $51,081.19
3T 400403209                                 AGRW74RDV41125664   $0.00 $349,514.56 $0.00 $349,514.56 $349,514.56
3T 400403209                                 AGR10512931         $0.00 $1,650.49 $0.00 $1,650.49 $1,650.49
3T 400403309                                 AGRN0002405MP70325  $0.00 $90.80 $0.00 $90.80 $90.80
3T 400403309                                 AGRN0001406IP20042  $0.00 $2,468.42 $0.00 $2,468.42 $2,468.42
3T 400403309                                 AGRDSAM60386        $0.00 $9,500.40 $0.00 $9,500.40 $9,500.40
3T 400403709                                 AGR054043I          $0.00 $40.30 $0.00 $40.30 $40.30
3T 400403709                                 AGRB064100I         $0.00 $759.55 $0.00 $759.55 $759.55
3T 400403709                                 AGRB084415I         $0.00 $1,977.80 $0.00 $1,977.80 $1,977.80
3T 400403709                                 AGRB084486I         $0.00 $43.04 $0.00 $43.04 $43.04
3T 400403709                                 AGR1002710731       $0.00 $179,347.57 $0.00 $179,347.57 $179,347.57
3T 400809000                                 AGRSIAA1213ISNNADR5IN $0.00 $63,997.09 $0.00 $63,997.09 $63,997.09
3T 400904120                                 AGRHSHQDC06X00090   $0.00 $516.93 $0.00 $516.93 $516.93
3T 400904120                                 AGRHSHQPM12X00156   $0.00 $3,250.37 $0.00 $3,250.37 $3,250.37
3T 400904120                                 AGRHSHQDC13X00231   $0.00 $175,283.74 $0.00 $175,283.74 $175,283.74
3T 400904120                                 AGRHSHQDC10X00595   $0.00 $10,196.86 $0.00 $10,196.86 $10,196.86
3T 400904120                                 AGRHSHQDC12X00340   $0.00 $124,262.40 $0.00 $124,262.40 $124,262.40
3T 400904120                                 AGRHSHQDC13X00231   $0.00 $50,623.00 $0.00 $50,623.00 $50,623.00
3T 400904120                                 AGRHSHQPM14X00209   $0.00 $457,087.02 $0.00 $457,087.02 $457,087.02
3T 400904120                                 ARGHSHQPM14X-00162  $0.00 $2,453.80 $0.00 $2,453.80 $2,453.80
3W 400401000                                 AGRAG3604D100016    $0.00 $384.38 $0.00 $384.38 $384.38
3W 400402000                                 AGRNA05AANRG0046    $0.00 $72.36 $0.00 $72.36 $72.36
3W 400402000                                 AGRNA05AANRG0065    $0.00 $316.17 $0.00 $316.17 $316.17
3W 400402000                                 AGRNA05AANRG0328    $0.00 $12.58 $0.00 $12.58 $12.58
3W 400402000                                 AGRNA06AANRG0025    $0.00 $662.75 $0.00 $662.75 $662.75
3W 400402000                                 AGRNA06AANRG0150    $0.00 $385.54 $0.00 $385.54 $385.54
3W 400402000                                 AGRMOU010402        $0.00 $163,777.03 $0.00 $163,777.03 $163,777.03
3W 400402000                                 AGREA133W07IA0003   $0.00 $413.99 $0.00 $413.99 $413.99
3W 400402000                                 AGR8EWN90002        $0.00 $0.04 $0.00 $0.04 $0.04
3W 400402000                                 AGRM32399           $0.00 $509,058.59 $0.00 $509,058.59 $509,058.59
3W 400402000                                 AGRMOU010402        $0.00 $97,087.38 $0.00 $97,087.38 $97,087.38
3W 400402000                                 AGR9EWN90002        $0.00 $7,419.18 $0.00 $7,419.18 $7,419.18
3W 400402000                                 AGR9EWN90002        $0.00 $11,870.87 $0.00 $11,870.87 $11,870.87
3W 400402000                                 AGRM101416          $0.00 $19,422.33 $0.00 $19,422.33 $19,422.33
3W 400402000                                 AGR20130015000000   $0.00 $1,357,157.55 $0.00 $1,357,157.55 $1,357,157.55
3W 400402000                                 AGR201300230000     $0.00 $2,007.03 $0.00 $2,007.03 $2,007.03
3W 400402000                                 AGR9EWN90002        $0.00 $8,658.25 $0.00 $8,658.25 $8,658.25
3W 400402000                                 AGR20130028000001   $0.00 $180,420.95 $0.00 $180,420.95 $180,420.95
3W 400403709                                 AGRB104300I         $0.00 $72.80 $0.00 $72.80 $72.80
3W 400403709                                 AGR100274341        $0.00 $352,742.52 $0.00 $352,742.52 $352,742.52
3W 400406000                                 AGR501301T217       $0.00 $0.87 $0.00 $0.87 $0.87
3W 400407000                                 AGRDTFA0301X90030   $0.00 $2,532.20 $0.00 $2,532.20 $2,532.20
3W 400408000                                 AGRDW8993054501     $0.00 $7,826.04 $0.00 $7,826.04 $7,826.04
3W 400408000                                 AGRDW89938926       $0.00 $132.52 $0.00 $132.52 $132.52
3W 400408000                                 AGRDW8992167801     $0.00 $50.65 $0.00 $50.65 $50.65
3W 400409900                                 AGRS56350D          $0.00 $258.04 $0.00 $258.04 $258.04
3W 400409900                                 AGRT1201W           $0.00 $271.59 $0.00 $271.59 $271.59
3W 400409900                                 AGRT467X            $0.00 $1,673.69 $0.00 $1,673.69 $1,673.69
3W 400409900                                 AGRNNJ05HE71I       $0.00 $20,870.32 $0.00 $20,870.32 $20,870.32
3W 400409900                                 AGRNNM06AA69I       $0.00 $229.09 $0.00 $229.09 $229.09
3W 400409900                                 AGRNNM06AA69I       $0.00 $1,378.14 $0.00 $1,378.14 $1,378.14
3W 400409900                                 AGRNNM08AA07I       $0.00 $22,607.01 $0.00 $22,607.01 $22,607.01
3W 400409900                                 AGRNNH09AL94I       $0.00 $3.66 $0.00 $3.66 $3.66
3W 400409900                                 AGRNNM09AA38I       $0.00 $6.11 $0.00 $6.11 $6.11
3W 400409900                                 AGRNNJ07HC73I       $0.00 $0.26 $0.00 $0.26 $0.26
3W 400409900                                 AGRNNJ07HE78I       $0.00 $360,508.07 $0.00 $360,508.07 $360,508.07
3W 400409900                                 AGRNNL11AA35I       $0.00 $975.49 $0.00 $975.49 $975.49
3W 400409900                                 AGRNNJ13HE07I       $0.00 $85,660.01 $0.00 $85,660.01 $85,660.01
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3W 400409900                                 AGRNNJ12HA64I       $0.00 $612,007.12 $0.00 $612,007.12 $612,007.12
3W 400409900                                 AGRNNG13WF87I       $0.00 $0.03 $0.00 $0.03 $0.03
3W 400409900                                 AGRNNJ12HA64I       $0.00 $2,305,825.24 $0.00 $2,305,825.24 $2,305,825.24
3W 400409900                                 AGRRPO201503-0001   $0.00 $38,834.95 $0.00 $38,834.95 $38,834.95
3W 400410000                                 AGRDMR0439199       $0.00 $2,193.60 $0.00 $2,193.60 $2,193.60
3W 400412000                                 AGRRWWN05BNL        $0.00 $527,491.57 $0.00 $527,491.57 $527,491.57
3W 400412000                                 AGRY1DA1029         $0.00 $108.32 $0.00 $108.32 $108.32
3W 400412000                                 AGRY1RR9004         $0.00 $16,355.37 $0.00 $16,355.37 $16,355.37
3W 400412000                                 AGRF32EB997320      $0.00 $11,278.07 $0.00 $11,278.07 $11,278.07
3W 400412000                                 AGRF32EB997320      $0.00 $50,054.00 $0.00 $50,054.00 $50,054.00
3W 400412000                                 AGRY1RR110501       $0.00 $8,259,086.15 $0.00 $8,259,086.15 $8,259,086.15
3W 400412000                                 AGRY1GM120701       $0.00 $3,426,761.30 $0.00 $3,426,761.30 $3,426,761.30
3W 400412000                                 AGRY1AA3009         $0.00 $4,499.65 $0.00 $4,499.65 $4,499.65
3W 400412000                                 AGRY1GM0080         $0.00 $4,957.44 $0.00 $4,957.44 $4,957.44
3W 400412000                                 AGRR21EB012707      $0.00 $12,417.93 $0.00 $12,417.93 $12,417.93
3W 400412000                                 AGR12FED1204064     $0.00 $152,272.29 $0.00 $152,272.29 $152,272.29
3W 400412000                                 AGRAAA12001001      $0.00 $35,616.06 $0.00 $35,616.06 $35,616.06
3W 400412000                                 AGRAGM12002001      $0.00 $4,031,300.00 $0.00 $4,031,300.00 $4,031,300.00
3W 400412000                                 AGRNIHGRANTS        $0.00 $1,557,110.75 $0.00 $1,557,110.75 $1,557,110.75
3W 400412000                                 AGRAGM12002001      $0.00 $3,283,360.00 $0.00 $3,283,360.00 $3,283,360.00
3W 400412000                                 AGRAAA12001002      $0.00 $202,441.53 $0.00 $202,441.53 $202,441.53
3W 400412000                                 AGRAGM12001001      $0.00 $106,124.03 $0.00 $106,124.03 $106,124.03
3W 400412000                                 AGRNIHGRANTS        $0.00 $828,632.00 $0.00 $828,632.00 $828,632.00
3W 400412000                                 AGRAGM12001001      $0.00 $425,298.00 $0.00 $425,298.00 $425,298.00
3W 400412000                                 AGRR21AI113565      $0.00 $386,184.86 $0.00 $386,184.86 $386,184.86
3W 400412000                                 AGRNRCHQ6014D0012   $0.00 $2,083,949.94 $0.00 $2,083,949.94 $2,083,949.94
3W 400420000                                 AGRW10080           $0.00 $10,071.02 $0.00 $10,071.02 $10,071.02
3W 400801000                                 AGRSIAA02NPMNA      $0.00 $6,056.02 $0.00 $6,056.02 $6,056.02
3W 400801000                                 AGRSIAA02NPMNA2     $0.00 $2.00 $0.00 $2.00 $2.00
3W 400801000                                 AGR05474            $0.00 $201,872.49 $0.00 $201,872.49 $201,872.49
3W 400801000                                 AGRRWWFO            $0.00 $394,234.20 $0.00 $394,234.20 $394,234.20
3W 400801000                                 AGRSIAA02NPMNA4     $0.00 $1,373,415.68 $0.00 $1,373,415.68 $1,373,415.68
3W 400801000                                 AGRSIAA07ISNMNSA3   $0.00 $58,364.35 $0.00 $58,364.35 $58,364.35
3W 400801000                                 AGRSIAA08ISNMNSA3   $0.00 $409.71 $0.00 $409.71 $409.71
3W 400801000                                 AGRSIAA09ISNMNSA15  $0.00 $123,016.99 $0.00 $123,016.99 $123,016.99
3W 400801000                                 AGRSIAA10ISNMNSA12  $0.00 $61,986.07 $0.00 $61,986.07 $61,986.07
3W 400801000                                 AGRSIAA11ISNMNSA15  $0.00 $464,364.34 $0.00 $464,364.34 $464,364.34
3W 400801000                                 AGRSIAA10ISNMNSA12  $0.00 $6,200.00 $0.00 $6,200.00 $6,200.00
3W 400801000                                 AGRSIAA12ISNMNSA09  $0.00 $936,544.94 $0.00 $936,544.94 $936,544.94
3W 400801000                                 AGRSIAA13ISNMNSA2   $0.00 $5,287,288.37 $0.00 $5,287,288.37 $5,287,288.37
3W 400801000                                 AGR1931CP14Y0001-140001 $0.00 $7,366,520.91 $0.00 $7,366,520.91 $7,366,520.91
3W 400802000                                 AGRSIAA03NPMNA4     $0.00 $8,200.00 $0.00 $8,200.00 $8,200.00
3W 400802000                                 AGRSIAA05NPPTR02    $0.00 $95.26 $0.00 $95.26 $95.26
3W 400802000                                 AGRSIAA06ISN        $0.00 $175.17 $0.00 $175.17 $175.17
3W 400802000                                 AGRSIAA07ISN        $0.00 $46.59 $0.00 $46.59 $46.59
3W 400802000                                 AGRSIAA08ISN        $0.00 $39.54 $0.00 $39.54 $39.54
3W 400802000                                 AGRSIAA10ISNCTR10   $0.00 $2,425.41 $0.00 $2,425.41 $2,425.41
3W 400802000                                 AGRSIAA12ISNCTR01   $0.00 $623.41 $0.00 $623.41 $623.41
3W 400802000                                 AGRSIAA10ISNCTR10   $0.00 $30,000.00 $0.00 $30,000.00 $30,000.00
3W 400802000                                 AGR1931CM14Y0004-140001 $0.00 $151,337.06 $0.00 $151,337.06 $151,337.06
3W 400809000                                 AGRS-OES-10-IAA-0021 $0.00 $6.34 $0.00 $6.34 $6.34
3W 400809000                                 AGR13FINOGA023      $0.00 $28.44 $0.00 $28.44 $28.44
3W 400809000                                 AGRS-OES-09-IAA-0022 $0.00 $300.66 $0.00 $300.66 $300.66
3W 400809000                                 AGR14FINOGA0121     $0.00 $26,008.75 $0.00 $26,008.75 $26,008.75
3W 400809000                                 AGR14FINOGA0201     $0.00 $17.83 $0.00 $17.83 $17.83
3W 400809000                                 AGR14FINOGA0241     $0.00 $12,710.35 $0.00 $12,710.35 $12,710.35
3W 400809000                                 AGR1931BH13Y0002-0001 $0.00 $84,664.49 $0.00 $84,664.49 $84,664.49
3W 400890000                                 AGR065067A          $0.00 $851.70 $0.00 $851.70 $851.70
3W 400890000                                 AGR903717           $0.00 $43,756.46 $0.00 $43,756.46 $43,756.46
3W 400890000                                 AGRS03717           $0.00 $166.79 $0.00 $166.79 $166.79
3W 400890000                                 AGRSOES10IAA0024    $0.00 $9,911.14 $0.00 $9,911.14 $9,911.14
3W 400890000                                 AGR017316           $0.00 $83,084.91 $0.00 $83,084.91 $83,084.91
3W 400904120                                 AGRHSHQPM14X00008   $0.00 $81,442.48 $0.00 $81,442.48 $81,442.48
3W 401001020                                 189J2992            $0.00 $0.01 $0.00 $0.01 $0.01
3W 401001020                                 189J4140            $0.00 $3,429.21 $0.00 $3,429.21 $3,429.21
3W 401001020                                 189J4277            $0.00 $811.27 $0.00 $811.27 $811.27
3W 401001020                                 189QBC02            $0.00 $4,450.13 $0.00 $4,450.13 $4,450.13
3W 401001020                                 189QBD02            $0.00 $119,268.83 $0.00 $119,268.83 $119,268.83
3W 401001020                                 189QBE02            $0.00 $1,335.80 $0.00 $1,335.80 $1,335.80
3W 401001020                                 189Q4231            $0.00 $23,182.34 $0.00 $23,182.34 $23,182.34
3W 401001020                                 189QBI02            $0.00 $74,318.72 $0.00 $74,318.72 $74,318.72
3W 401001020                                 189QBC02            $0.00 $101,941.75 $0.00 $101,941.75 $101,941.75
3W 401001020                                 189QBD02            $0.00 $73,786.42 $0.00 $73,786.42 $73,786.42
3W 401001020                                 189QBV02            $0.00 $9,993.07 $0.00 $9,993.07 $9,993.07
3W 401001020                                 189QBJ13            $0.00 $49.56 $0.00 $49.56 $49.56
3W 401001020                                 AGRNRCHQ2514D0002   $0.00 $404,167.68 $0.00 $404,167.68 $404,167.68
3W 401001020                                 189QBI02            $0.00 $58,252.43 $0.00 $58,252.43 $58,252.43
3W 401001020                                 189QBE02            $0.00 $14,563.11 $0.00 $14,563.11 $14,563.11
3W 401001020                                 AGRNRCHQ2514D0002   $0.00 $0.00 $436,893.20 $436,893.20 $436,893.20
3W 401001060                                 189L2590            $0.00 $133.81 $0.00 $133.81 $133.81
3W 401001060                                 189W6139            $0.00 $0.01 $0.00 $0.01 $0.01
3W 401001060                                 189Y6833            $0.00 $145.88 $0.00 $145.88 $145.88
3W 401001060                                 189N6112            $0.00 $0.02 $0.00 $0.02 $0.02
3W 401001060                                 189N6876            $0.00 $2,475.79 $0.00 $2,475.79 $2,475.79
3W 401001060                                 189N6859            $0.00 $11,605.82 $0.00 $11,605.82 $11,605.82
3W 401001060                                 189N6760            $0.00 $96.23 $0.00 $96.23 $96.23
3W 401001060                                 189N6998            $0.00 $197.49 $0.00 $197.49 $197.49
3W 401001060                                 189V6045            $0.00 $167.02 $0.00 $167.02 $167.02
3W 401001060                                 189N6542            $0.00 $1,221.79 $0.00 $1,221.79 $1,221.79



3W 401001060                                 189N6765            $0.00 $154,908.75 $0.00 $154,908.75 $154,908.75
3W 401001060                                 189V6150            $0.00 $42,223.46 $0.00 $42,223.46 $42,223.46
3W 401001060                                 189V6036            $0.00 $26,849.79 $0.00 $26,849.79 $26,849.79
3W 401001060                                 189N6796            $0.00 $188,598.58 $0.00 $188,598.58 $188,598.58
3W 401001060                                 189V6196            $0.00 $29,178.82 $0.00 $29,178.82 $29,178.82
3W 401001060                                 189V6462            $0.00 $4,773.49 $0.00 $4,773.49 $4,773.49
3W 401001060                                 AGRNRCHQ6014D0010   $0.00 $120,574.91 $0.00 $120,574.91 $120,574.91
3W 401001060                                 AGRNRCHQ6014D0024   $0.00 $18,318.37 $0.00 $18,318.37 $18,318.37
3W 401001060                                 AGRNRCHQ6014D0023   $0.00 $12,978.47 $0.00 $12,978.47 $12,978.47
3W 401001060                                 AGRNRCHQ6014D0026   $0.00 $91,500.45 $0.00 $91,500.45 $91,500.45
3W 401001060                                 189V6150            $0.00 $0.00 $4,854.37 $4,854.37 $4,854.37
3W 401001060                                 189V6036            $0.00 $121,359.22 $0.00 $121,359.22 $121,359.22
3W 401001060                                 189V6196            $0.00 $38,834.95 $0.00 $38,834.95 $38,834.95
3W 401001060                                 189N6980            $0.00 $123,528.46 $0.00 $123,528.46 $123,528.46
3W 401001060                                 189V6415            $0.00 $69,511.11 $0.00 $69,511.11 $69,511.11
3W 401001060                                 189V6400            $0.00 $106,714.53 $0.00 $106,714.53 $106,714.53
3W 401001060                                 AGRNRCHQ6014D0012   $0.00 $89,010.75 $0.00 $89,010.75 $89,010.75
3W 401001060                                 AGRNRCHQ6014D0024   $0.00 $0.00 $90,291.26 $90,291.26 $90,291.26
3W 401001060                                 AGRNRCHQ6014D0023   $0.00 $145,631.07 $0.00 $145,631.07 $145,631.07
3W 401001060                                 AGRNRCHQ6014D0026   $0.00 $48,543.69 $0.00 $48,543.69 $48,543.69
3W 401001070                                 189N7510            $0.00 $55,537.51 $0.00 $55,537.51 $55,537.51
3W 401001070                                 189N7510            $0.00 $970,873.79 $0.00 $970,873.79 $970,873.79
3Z 400809000                                 AGRSOES10IAA0024    $0.00 $187,676.01 $0.00 $187,676.01 $187,676.01
3Z 400809000                                 AGR 19318814Y0007-140001 $0.00 $173,834.70 $0.00 $173,834.70 $173,834.70

Other Federal Appropriated Total $0.00 $56,389,440.15 $532,038.83 $56,921,478.98 $56,921,478.98

SF-30 Total $0.00 $56,389,440.15 $532,038.83 $56,921,478.98 $56,921,478.98

FPDS-NG Total [Action Obligation] $532,038.83
FPDS-NG Total [Base And Exercised Options Value] $532,038.83
FPDS-NG Total [Base And All Options Value] $532,038.83


	3; WFO

